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ABSTRACT

Smad1 is a downstream effector of the BMP signal-
ing pathway that binds regulatory DNA to execute
gene expression programs leading to, for example,
the maintenance of pluripotency in mice. On the
contrary, the TGF-b-activated Smad3 triggers
strikingly different programs such as mesodermal
differentiation in early development. Because
Smad1 and Smad3 contain identical amino acids at
the DNA contact interface it is unclear how they
elicit distinctive bioactivities. Here, we report the
crystal structure of the MH1 domain of Smad1
bound to a palindromic Smad binding element.
Surprisingly, the DNA contact interface of Smad1
is drastically rearranged when compared to
Smad3. The N-terminal helix 1 of Smad1 is
dislodged from its intramolecular binding site and
adopts a domain swapped arrangement with a
symmetry-related molecule. As a consequence,
helix 2 kinks away from the double helix disabling
several key phosphate backbone interactions.
Thermal melting analysis corroborates a
decompacted conformation of Smad1 and DNA
binding assays indicate a lower overall affinity of
Smad1 to DNA but increased cooperativity when
binding to palindromic DNA motifs. These findings
suggest that Smad1 and Smad3 evolved differential
qualities to assemble on composite DNA elements
and to engage in co-factor interactions by
remodeling their N-termini.

INTRODUCTION

The transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) signaling
pathway regulates a wide range of processes such as the
migration, proliferation and differentiation of cells (1).
Binding of extracellular ligands belonging to the TGF-b
super family of cytokines like TGF-b, BMP (bone
morphogenetic protein), activin and nodal to distinct
sets of type I and type II receptors leads to receptor
oligomerization and the activation of the kinase activity
of the type I receptor (2–3). The type I receptor, in turn,
specifically phosphorylates Smad (homolog of Sma and
mothers against decapentaplegic proteins) proteins
facilitating their nuclear accumulation, followed by
binding to cis-regulatory DNA sequences and the subse-
quent execution of gene expression programs that alter the
cellular phenotype (1,4).
Smads are grouped into three different classes termed

receptor-regulated Smads (R-Smads: Smad 1, 2, 3, 5 and
8), a single ‘common partner’ Smad (Co-Smad: Smad 4)
and inhibitory Smads (I-Smad: Smad 6 and 7) (5). The
R-Smads and Smad4 possess two distinct globular
domains termed Mad homology 1 and 2 (MH1 and
MH2) that are connected by a linker region of variable
length and sequence. The phosphorylation of the
carboxy-terminal MH2 domain of R-Smads leads to the
formation of homotrimers or heterotrimers consisting
of two R-Smads and one Smad4 molecule (6–7).
Consequently, the heterotrimeric complex translocates to
the nucleus and associates with specific chromatin regions
in an R-Smad and cell-type-specific manner (8–10).
Importantly, individual ligands activate specific

R-Smad proteins which in turn regulate different sets of
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genes resulting in Smad-specific and sometimes antagonis-
tic biological responses (11). Specifically, TGF-b binding
to cell surface receptors leads to the phosphorylation and
activation of Smad 2 and 3, while BMP activates Smad 1,
5 and 8 (12–16). Here, we sought to elucidate the biochem-
ical basis for the selective regulation of gene expression by
the BMP-regulated Smad1 in contrast to the TGF-b
regulated Smad3.
To bind DNA, Smads evolved an amino-terminal MH1

domain (17–18). Surprisingly, the determination of the
crystal structure of the MH1 domain of Smad3 bound
to a palindromic Smad binding element (SBE, GTCTA
GAC) revealed that the amino acids mediating specific
DNA base contacts are conserved across the R-Smads
(19–20). Despite the invariance of DNA contact amino
acids, biochemical studies indicated that the MH1
domain of Smad1 bind to a ‘GC’ rich element which is
often found in proximity to a GTCT (SBE) element
(21–24). On the contrary, Smad3 has been shown to pref-
erably bind to a GTCT (SBE) element which can occur
singly or configured as a palindrome (25–29). It has there-
fore been proposed that the preference of Smad1 for
the GC-rich element is a key determinant for the
specificity of the BMP response (23,30–31). However,
the biochemical basis for Smad1 specific DNA recognition
is unresolved and homology modeling of Smad1 using
the Smad3/SBE structure as template could not shed
light on this problem (32). Furthermore, sequence varia-
tions between Smad1 and Smad3 have been dissected by
rationally introduced mutations followed by DNA
binding and transactivation assays (33–35). These studies
indicated that amino acids remote from the protein
elements that mediate specific base contacts enable
Smad1 and Smad3 to discriminate between binding sites.
It is therefore possible that more intricate and
unanticipated structural rearrangement indirectly affecting
the DNA contact interface or Smad-specific cooperation
with co-factors explains the specific target site selection
of Smad1 and Smad3.
To better understand this mechanism, we determined

the crystal structure of Smad1 bound to a palindromic
SBE and conducted a detailed structural and biochemical
comparison of Smad1 and Smad3. We found pronounced
structural differences between Smad1 and Smad3 at
regions that were known to affect selective DNA recogni-
tion in an as yet unknown manner. By using DNA bind-
ing assays, thermal melting analysis and light scattering,
we establish that these structural differences affect the
affinity and cooperativity of DNA binding as well as the
stability of the proteins while the stoichiometry of protein/
DNA complexes is conserved. Our data allow, for the first
time, a detailed dissection of the structural differences
between the downstream effectors of the BMP and
TGF-b pathways that should eventually lead to an
in-depth understanding of the biochemical/structural
mechanisms governing the unique biological roles of
both pathways.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein production

The MH1 domains of Smad1 and Smad3 were cloned
from their respective full-length mouse Smad cDNAs
(IMAGE: 6811514 & 30432720) using a combination of
BP and LR GATEWAY cloning (Invitrogen) methods as
described elsewhere (36). The oligonucleotides used for
cloning, containing attB sites and encoding a Tobacco
Etch Virus (TEV) protease site, preceding the Smad
MH1 constructs are given in Supplementary Table S1.
The pENTR-TEV-Smad MH1 plasmids were verified by
sequencing and the Smad MH1 constructs were
subsequently shuttled into the destination vectors
pETG60A and pHisMBP (37–38) by LR GATEWAY
cloning. Genes were expressed in Escherichia coli (DE3)
cells as NusAHis6-TEV-Smad1-MH1 and His6Mbp-
TEV-Smad3-MH1 fusion proteins and purified as
detailed elsewhere (36). In short, the fusion proteins
were subjected to metal affinity purification followed by
TEV protease cleavage. The Smad1 and Smad3 MH1
domains were further purified by ion-exchange chroma-
tography and gel-filtration (36). Purified proteins were
concentrated using a membrane-based concentrator with
5000 Da MW cutoff (Vivaspin, Sartorius) and the
concentrated protein was flash frozen using liquid
nitrogen and stored in aliquots at �80�C. The protein
concentration was estimated by measuring the
absorbance at 280 nm using a Nanodrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were per-
formed based on a protocol described previously (39). The
sequences of the 50 Cy5-labeled DNA oligos are provided
in Supplementary Table S1 (purchased from Sigma
Proligo). Freshly thawed Smad MH1 domains were
serially diluted and mixed with 1 nM Cy5-labeled
oligonucleotide in EMSA buffer (20mM Tris–HCl pH
8.0, 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 50 mM ZnCl2,
100mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40, 2mM
b-mercaptoethanol and 10mM EDTA) and incubated in
a 10 ml reaction volume for 3 h at 4�C in the dark. The
reaction mixture was then loaded onto 10% native
polyacrylamide gels using 1�Tris–Glycine (TG; 25mM
Tris pH 8.3, 192mM Glycine) as the electrophoresis
buffer. The gel was run at 200 V for 20 min at 4�C and
imaged using typhoon phosphor imaging scanner
(Amersham Biosciences). The free DNA and bound
DNA were quantified using ImageQuant TL software
(GE Healthcare). The dissociation equilibrium constant
was determined by non-linear curve fitting in R (http://
www.r-project.org/) using Equation 1 (40). In Equation
(1), f denotes the fractional concentration of bound
DNA, [P]0 and [D]0 the total protein and DNA concen-
trations and Kd the dissociation equilibrium constant. To
determine the active fraction of the protein, 2.5mM DNA
(10 nM Cy5 labeled oligonucleotide mixed with 2490 nM of
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unlabeled DNA oligonucleotide) was used for the titration.
The concentration of protein was corrected for the active
fraction when calculating Kd and cooperativity factors.

f¼

½P�0þ½D�0þKd�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð½P�0þ½D�0þKdÞ

2
� 4 � ½D�0 � ½P�0

q

2 � ½D�0

ð1Þ

Cooperativity factor for a protein homodimer binding
to a palindromic DNA sequence

In our homodimer binding model, the protein (P) binds to
the half site of the palindromic DNA sequence (D) as a
monomer first (Equation 2). Since there are two half sites
available for the monomer protein to bind, the micro-
scopic dissociation equilibrium constant kd1 can be
calculated as given in Equation (3), where [D], [P] and
[DP] are the concentrations of the free DNA, monomer
protein and monomer–DNA complex, respectively.

D þ P ¼ DP ð2Þ

kd1 ¼
2½D�½P�

½DP�
ð3Þ

When the second monomer protein binds to the remaining
half site and forms a homodimer (Equation 4), there is
only one microscopic state for the monomer to bind,
while there are two microscopic states for the homodimer
to dissociate. Consequently, the microscopic dissociation
equilibrium constant kd2 can be written as given in
Equation (5), where [DP2] is the concentration of the
homodimer–DNA complex.

DP þ P ¼ DP2 ð4Þ

kd2 ¼
½DP�½P�

2½DP2�
ð5Þ

We define f0, f1 and f2 as the fractional concentrations of
the free DNA, monomer–DNA complex and homodimer–
DNA complex, respectively (Equation 6), where [P]0 and
[D]0 are the total concentrations of protein and DNA in the
reaction, respectively (Equation 7). Thus, the homodimer
cooperativity factor x can be straightforwardly calculated
from the experimentally determined fractional concentra-
tions f0, f1 and f2 (Equation 8). The x> 1 implies positive
cooperativity; x=1 no cooperativity; x< 1 negative
cooperativity. To reduce errors when calculating !, we
only included measurements where the three fractional con-
centrations were all >0.1.

f0 ¼
½D�

½D�0
, f1 ¼

½DP�

½D�0
, f2 ¼

½DP2�

½D�0
ð6Þ

½P�0 ¼ ½P� þ ½DP� þ 2½DP2�, ½D�0 ¼ ½D� þ ½DP� þ ½DP2�

ð7Þ

! ¼
kd1
kd2
¼

4½D�½DP2�

½DP�2
¼

4f0f2

f21
ð8Þ

Dynamic light scattering

The polydispersity and hydrodynamic properties of Smad
MH1 domains in the presence and absence of SBE DNA
at a concentration of 15 mg/ml were measured
using a Dynapro device (Wyatt) at 298 K in a buffer
containing 10mM Tris pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl and 2mM
TCEP.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) measurements were carried out
using a JASCO-810 spectropolarimeter equipped with a
Peltier temperature controller and a water bath. Ten
micromolars of Smad MH1 domains in the presence and
absence of DNA were used to measure the CD spectrum
in a 10mM phosphate buffer pH 8.0, in 1-mm-path-length
quartz cuvettes (Hellma). The spectrum was recorded at
298 K with wavelengths ranging from 190 to 320 nm using
a 2-nm bandwidth and three accumulations. Melting
curves of the protein–DNA complex were recorded by
detecting the CD signal at 222 nm at a temperature
range from 25�C to 95�C, with a heating rate of 1�C
min�1.

Thermofluor

Smad MH1 proteins were incubated with palindromic
SBE for an hour at 2:1 stoichiometric ratio to a final con-
centration of 10 mM in a buffer containing 10mM Tris–
HCl pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl and 2mM TCEP. The
protein–DNA complexes were subsequently mixed with
30�Sypro Orange (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) dye to
a final volume of 10 ml. Unfolding was monitored in a
Roche LC480 PCR device by recording the fluorescence
emission at 568 nm upon excitation at 450 nm, while
increasing the temperature from 25�C to 95�C in a
384-well plate.

Crystallization and data collection of Smad1 MH1
with DNA

The Smad1 MH1/SBE mixture was prepared by mixing
2:1.2 molar ratio of Smad1 MH1 protein to a 17-bp
palindromic SBE with TTAA overhang (50 AATCAGTC
TAGACATAC 30) DNA (36). The final concentration of
the protein–DNA complex used for crystallization was
17mg/ml as measured using the Bradford assay. Smad1
MH1 complex with the 17-bp palindromic SBE DNA with
a TT & AA overhang gave diffraction quality crystals in
0.2 M ammonium tartrate dibasic, 20% PEG 3350, 10%
glycerol and 3% 2-propanol (additive). Crystals were flash
frozen in liquid nitrogen and a 2.7 Å dataset was collected
at the beamline 13B1 in the Taiwan National
Synchrotron Radiation Research Centre. The data were
indexed, integrated and scaled using the HKL2000
software (41).
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Structure solution and refinement

The poly-alanine structure of the Smad3 MH1 domain
(PDB_id:1OZJ) after removal of waters and zinc ions
was used as the search model for molecular replacement
using PHASER integrated into the PHENIX suite of
programs (42–43). Starting from the MR coordinates,
the model was built manually into 2Fo–Fc and Fo�Fc

maps using COOT (44). To monitor model bias a
simulated annealing composite omit map was calculated
at the start of the refinement using CNS (45). Five percent
of the reflections were randomly assigned to the Rfree set
for cross-validation. Manual model building was iterated
by coordinate and isotropic B-factor refinement cycles
using PHENIX.REFINE (46) by applying non-
crystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints on chain A
and chain B monomers of Smad1 (excluding amino
acids Glu31 and Glu110). Translation/Libration/Screw
(TLS) refinement was used during final stages of the
refinement by assigning four groups containing the two
Smad1 MH1 molecules (chain A and B) and each strand
of the duplex DNA (chain C and D). The CCP4 program
Contact (47) was used for analyzing the protein–DNA and
protein–protein contacts of the structure, PyMol was used
for generating the figures (48) and topological DNA
parameters were analyzed using the program 3DNA (49).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall structure

The Smad1 MH1 complex with the palindromic SBE
DNA structure (sequences given in Figure 1A and B)
was solved by molecular replacement using a polyalanine
model derived from the coordinates of the Smad3 MH1
structure (PDB id: 1OZJ) and the structure was refined to
a final Rfree value of 25.0% including data to 2.7 Å reso-
lution (Table 1). The asymmetric unit contains two
monomers of the Smad1 MH1 domain (chain A and B)
bound to the duplex palindromic SBE DNA (chain C and
D) (Figure 1C and D).
Topological DNA parameters were analyzed using the

program 3DNA (49) and were found to be largely char-
acteristic for a standard B-form DNA with the exception
of base-pair step parameters at the center of the palin-
drome. The twist at the center of the 2-fold axis
(GTCT�AGAC) increased to 50�, while it decreased to
30� at the neighboring base-steps significantly deviating
from the average of 35–36� found in canonical B-DNA.
The roll angle is also moderately affected in this region.
One of the adenine (A) nucleotides of the 50 AA overhang
in chain C of the duplex DNA and the 50 TT nucleotide
overhangs on chain D of the duplex DNA were disordered
and could not be reliably modeled. Nucleotides at the ends
of the DNA duplex exhibited high temperature factors
and interrupted electron density in the region of the phos-
phate backbone but could still be modeled due to
well-defined density outlining the base stacks. The
2Fo�Fc, composite omit electron density of the DNA
around the functionally relevant protein–DNA contact
region was well defined (Figure 1C).

The final model contains amino acid residues 9–132 in
chain A and 10–132 amino acid residues in chain B of the
mouse Smad1 protein. The amino acids residues 1–8 of
chain A and 1–9 amino acids of chain B along with the
N-terminal glycine residue derived from the TEV site
lacked interpretable electron densities and were therefore
excluded from the model. MH1 monomers are arranged
around a non-crystallographic 2-fold axis and contact the
same 4 bp Smad binding element on opposite faces of the
DNA (Figure 1C and D). Each Smad1 MH1 domain
adopts a globular fold consisting of four a-helices
(a1–a4) and short b-strands (b1–b6) connected by loops.

Positive Fo�Fc density above the 5s level and a favor-
able constellation of cysteine (Cys) and histidine (His)
residues indicated the presence of a zinc ion (Figure 1E).
Similarly, a zinc ion was reported at a structurally homol-
ogous site of Smad3 (19). An additional patch of positive
Fo�Fc density near His79 was interpreted as a glycerol
molecule. Glycerol was present in the crystallization
medium and its presence in the structure is supported by
a consistent hydrogen bonding pattern with nearby amino
acids. The glycerol molecule was positioned in between the
b-hairpin and a-helix1 (a1). His79 located in the loop con-
necting b2 and b3 existed in two alternative conformations
with refined occupancy levels of 0.53 and 0.47. One of the
rotamers in the alternative conformation of His79 contacts
the glycerol molecule and the other rotamer points towards
the DNA (Figure 1F). Nine spherically shaped 2Fo�Fc

density maxima were interpreted as water oxygen.

Smad1 exhibits an ‘open’ domain-swapped conformation
and is thermodynamically destabilized

When the N-terminal portion of Smad1 was modeled, it
was found that the 2Fo-Fc electron density roughly
aligned with helices 1 and 2 as seen in the Smad3 structure.
However, the loop connecting both helices in Smad3 was
not supported by the 2Fo�Fc and simulated annealing
composite omit maps. Instead, rather than folding back
into the body of the MH1 domain, continuous composite
omit electron density indicated that the connecting loop
protrudes into the body of a symmetry-related molecule
facilitating a domain-swap of helix a1 (Figure 2A and B).
As a consequence, helix a1 of Smad1 occupies an
intermolecular binding site equivalent to an
intramolecular binding site seen in Smad3. Careful inspec-
tion of the contact interfaces revealed that amino acids
emanating from helix a1 mediating hydrophobic inter or
intramolecular contacts in Smad1 or Smad3, respectively,
are conserved and engage in virtually identical interactions
with helices a2 and a3 (Leu18:Val34, Val14:Val38,
Leu17:Leu51, Smad1 numbering). Next, we wondered
whether the domain-swapped arrangement was
serendipitously trapped during the crystallization of
Smad1 or whether the compacted ‘closed’ conformation
of Smad3 versus the extended ‘open’ conformation of
Smad1 manifests structural and functional differences
between both proteins. Domain swapping has been
reported for diverse classes of proteins including transcrip-
tion factors and signaling molecules and may occur in
solution or constitute non-native states promoted by the
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crystallization condition (50–51). To study the assembly of
Smad molecules in solution, we conducted dynamic light
scattering experiments of Smad1 and Smad3 MH1
proteins (Supplementary Table S2). It was found that, in

the absence of DNA, all tested Smads exist as monomers
even at high concentrations and assemble with a 2:1
stoichiometry if the palindromic SBE DNA is present.
This finding suggested that the domain-swap adopted

A

C

B

D

E

Figure 1. (A) Multiple sequence alignment of the MH1 domains of mouse Smads prepared using t_coffee (60) and boxshade (http://
www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html). Secondary structure elements as seen in the Smad1 structure are indicated above the alignments
and asterisks mark pairing b-strands. The TGF-b/Smad specific a1/a2 insertion in Smad3 and Smad2 between helix a1 and helix a2 is marked with a
red box. The highly conserved amino acid residues Arg74, Gln76 and Lys81 in the b-hairpin (b2–b3) contacting specific DNA nucleotides are marked
by open circles. The arrow indicates a 30 amino acid insertion of Smad2 that was omitted for clarity. (B) The sequence of the 17-mer SBE DNA with
TT–AA overhangs used for crystallization. The nucleotides which were not modeled in the structure are not numbered, while the other nucleotides
are numbered as deposited in the PDB. The SBE palindrome GTCTAGAC is boxed and shown in blue. (C) A stereo view of the overall structure of
Smad1 MH1 with two monomers of Smad1 MH1 shown as cartoon bound to palindromic SBE DNA in stick representation. a-Helices are colored in
blue, b-sheets in orange and loop regions in green. All structural figures were prepared using pymol. The composite omit map of the DNA region
calculated using CNS is shown in blue contoured at the 1.0s-level. (D) Top view of the Smad1 MH1 with SBE DNA (rotated by 90� with respect to
C). (E) Details of the zinc coordination site including Cys64, Cys109, Cys121 and His126. The electron density (2Fo�Fc) is displayed at the 2s-level.
(F) The alternate rotamers of the His79 residue showing one of the rotamers facing the glycerol and the other facing the DNA with (2Fo�Fc) electron
density contoured at 1.0s. The electron density of glycerol molecule is contoured at 0.7s. The other amino acids Ser78 and Lys32 stabilizing the
glycerol on either side are contoured at 1.0s.
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during the crystallization experiment captures an other-
wise atypical conformation. Nevertheless, three observa-
tions were made in support of different propensities of
Smad1 and Smad3 to adopt open or closed conforma-
tions, respectively. First, the loop region connecting
helices 1 and 2 was subject to insertion/deletion events
during the paralogous evolution of Smads following
early gene duplication events (Figure 1A). As opposed
to sequences spanning the helices that are highly
conserved between both proteins, Smad3 contains a
three amino acid Gly–Glu–Gln insertion within the loop
which we henceforth term the a1/a2-hinge. Amino acids
adjacent to this insertion do also vary between Smad1 and
Smad3. Secondly, Smad3 specific a1/a2-hinge residues
release structural restraints and/or engaged in
intramolecular contacts that are likely crucial for the
sharp reversal of the direction of the peptide chain
(Figure 2B). For example, Gly21 of the insertion may
provide the necessary torsional freedom and the
Smad3-specific residues Lys20 and Gln23 engage in side
chain interactions facilitating the folding into the closed
conformation. Since Smad1 is lacking the insertion and
residues promoting the chain reversal it may favor
adopting the open conformation with an extended helix
a1. Thirdly, if the open and closed conformations seen for
Smad1 and Smad3 represent true topological differences

in solution one would expect varying thermodynamic sta-
bility. To test this aspect, the thermal stability of Smad1
and Smad3 were compared using CD and the thermofluor
method. First, it was found that the CD spectra of the
Smad1 MH1 and Smad3 MH1 domains in complex with
the palindromic SBE DNA were nearly identical, consis-
tent with the similar secondary structure content seen in
the crystals (Figure 2C). However, when thermal
unfolding curves were recorded, Smad1 was found to be
significantly less heat resistant than Smad3, irrespective of
the presence of DNA (Figure 2C). Heat-induced unfolding
was also monitored using the thermofluor method and
confirmed the higher heat sensitivity of Smad1
(Figure 2D). These in-solution experiments corroborated
the crystallographic finding that Smad1 MH1 favored a
thermodynamically less stable ‘open’ N–terminus
as compared to the more compact Smad3 MH1. We
therefore propose that Smad1 MH1 is more prone to
adopt an open conformation and might alternate
between ‘open’ and ‘closed’ conformations. On the
contrary, Smad3 MH1 is structurally less flexible and
contains structural elements locking it in the closed
conformation.

Smad1 exhibits re-arranged DNA contact interfaces

Next, the DNA binding interface of Smad1 was inspected
and compared to Smad3 to better understand how BMP
and TGF-b Smads discriminate between their specific sets
of target genes. Specific base contacts are mediated by a
b-hairpin formed by b2 (residues 75–77) and b3 (80–82)
joined by a dipeptide loop (Ser78 and His79). The
b-hairpin protrudes from the core of the otherwise
globular MH1 domain and is inserted into the major
groove of the DNA. Arginine 74 (Arg74), glutamine 76
(Gln76) and lysine 81 (Lys81) of the b-hairpin make
specific contacts with the DNA bases with the
A9G10A11C12 motif (Table 2, Figure 3A and B). A com-
parison of the crystal structures of Smad1 and Smad3
MH1 domains revealed that the base-specific DNA
contacts are mediated by conserved amino acids
adopting virtually identical conformations (Figures 1A
and 3A). However, pronounced topological
rearrangements were observed at other DNA contact
regions. Specifically, the N-terminal portion of the helix
a2 of Smad1 kinks away from DNA leading to a disrup-
tion of several DNA contacts maintained by correspond-
ing residues of Smad3 (Figure 3D). Lys33 is conserved in
Smad1 and Smad3 but while it forms a phosphate
backbone interaction in Smad3 the displacement of helix
a2 impedes DNA contacts in Smad1. Furthermore, the
Lys36Ser37Smad3 dipeptide at the center of a2 of Smad3
is replaced by Asp35Ala36Smad1 in Smad1. Ser37Smad3

engages in a direct DNA phosphate backbone interaction
in Smad3 and also interacts with Lys41Smad3 to position its
side chain at the DNA contact interface; a function that is
lost by Ala36Smad1. Lys36Smad3, while involved in direct
DNA interaction likely supplies a favorable surface
charge promoting DNA interaction; Asp35Smad1 would
not promote this interaction. Consistently, the
Lys36Ser37Smad3–Asp35Ala36Smad1 substitution had been

Table 1. Crystallographic data

Data collection Smad1 MH1/SBE

Cell dimensions (Å)
a 73.94
b 77.49
c 83.78

Space group P212121
Resolution (Å) 30–2.7 Å (2.8–2.7 Å)a

Rb
merge ð%Þ 5.8 (57)

I/sI 22.5 (2.6)
Completeness (%) 99.2 (100)
Multiplicity 3.9
Refinement
Resolution (Å) 23.4–2.7
No. of reflections 13623
Rwork/R

c
free ð%Þ 20.6/25.0

No. of atoms
Protein/DNA 2640
Water 9
Zinc 2
Glycerol 12

Average isotropic (or equivalent) B-factors
Macromolecule 64.9
Solvent 35.4

R.m.s deviations from ideal
Bond lengths (Å) 0.009
Bond angles (�) 1.355

Ramachandran analysis (%)
Favored 97.5
Additionally allowed 2.5
Disallowed 0

aValues for the highest resolution shell in parentheses.
bRmerge=�hkl�i |Ii(hkl) � <I(hkl)> |/�hkl�i Ii(hkl), where Ii(hkl) and
<I(hkl)> are the intensity of measurement i and the mean intensity for
the reflection with indices hkl, respectively.
cRwork=�hkl[||Fobs| � k|Fcalc||]/�hkl[|Fobs|]; Rfree=�hkl�T [||Fobs| �
k|Fcalc||]/� hkl�T[|Fobs|]; hkl�T – test set.
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reported to enable the discrimination between TFG-b and
BMP target sites in mutagenesis and reporter assay in cell
culture (35). Notably, a2 is connected to the a1/a2-hinge
and its positioning away from the DNA interface may be a
direct consequence of Smad-specific insertion/deletion
events and the adoption of an open conformation of
Smad1. Conversely, it is conceivable that the loss of
DNA contacts facilitates the open conformation and the
reduced thermal stability of Smad1. Hence, the open con-
formation and the loss of DNA contacts appear mutually
entailing. To assess whether the loss of DNA backbone
contacts affects the DNA binding, the affinity of TGF-b
Smad3 and BMP Smad1 MH1 domains were compared
upon binding to a single SBE. In agreement with the struc-
tural observations, the Smad1 MH1 domain bound with
�2.5�weaker affinity when compared to Smad3
(Figure 3C and Supplementary Figure S1). Since the
nucleotide specific protein–DNA contacts were similar,

A B

DC

Figure 2. (A) Domain swap between adjacent symmetry-related Smad1 MH1/SBE complexes coloured in green, yellow and blue. The Smad3 MH1/
SBE complex (1OZJ) colored in black is super imposed onto the blue Smad1 MH1/SBE. The domain swap region is boxed to highlight the difference
in helix a1 between Smad1 MH1 and Smad3 MH1. Symmetry-related Smad1 molecules are indicated with asterisks and colored green and yellow.
(B) Magnification of the domain swapped region boxed in A displaying the Smad1 a1/a2 hinge in green with corresponding composite omit map
contoured at 1.0s and helices a1 and helix a2 in blue. The corresponding region of Smad3 is shown in black with TGF-b specific a1/a2-hinge
residues Gly21, Glu22 and Gln23 (Smad3 numbering) shown as sticks. (C) Thermal unfolding profiles of Smad1 MH1/SBE in black and Smad3
MH1/SBE in red recorded by measuring the CD signal at 222 nm when heating from 25�C to 95�C indicating a lower melting point of Smad1 MH1/
SBE (58�C) and as compared to Smad3 MH1/SBE (67�C). Melting curves recorded in the absence of DNA are shown as dotted lines. Circular
dichroism spectra of Smad1 MH1/SBE (black) and Smad3 MH1/SBE (red) complexes are included as an inset. (D) Thermofluor-based melting
profiles of Smad1 MH1 and Smad3 MH1 in the presence of SBE DNA is plotted as a function of temperature (�C) versus –d(fluorescence)/dT.
Smad1 MH1/SBE (black circle) shows a lower melting point compared to the Smad3 MH1/SBE (red triangle).

Table 2. Nucleotide-specific Smad1 MH1/SBE DNA contacts, phos-

phate backbone interactions and water-mediated DNA contacts

(equivalent contacts by chain B are shown in parentheses)

Interacting atoms Distance (Å)

DNA base-specific contacts
Arg74A/B NH1-G6D/5C N7 3.1 (3.1)
Arg74A/B NH2-G6D/5C O6 2.9 (3.0)
Gln76A/B OE1-A9C/10D N6 3.1 (3.1)
Gln76A/B O-T8C/9D O5 3.2 (3.5)
Lys81A/B NZ-A9C/10D N7 3.2 (3.1)
Lys 81A/B NZ-G10C/11D O6 3.3 (3.5)

DNA phosphate contacts
Leu71A/B N-G10C/11D O2P 3.0 (2.8)
Gln76A/B N-A9C/10D O2P 3.0 (2.8)
Ser78A/B N-T8C/9D O2P 3.0 (3.1)
His101A/B NE2-A4D/C3C O1P 4.0 (2.9)
Lys40B NZ -W5 O-A10D O1P 2.8–2.6
Lys39A NZ -W7 O-T8C O1P 2.9–2.8
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the affinity loss of Smad1 can be attributed to the open
conformation of Smad1 MH1 leading to structural
rearrangements at helix a2 and the a1/a2 hinge.

How do Smads discriminate between TGF-b and BMP
response elements?

Studies in Drosophila, Xenopus and mammalian cell lines
indicated that Smad1 is targeted to GC-rich BMP

response elements (BRE) (22,30,52). EMSAs using
cellular extracts containing transiently transfected
proteins and luciferase reporter assays further supported
the notion that Smad3 specifically recognizes GTCT type
SBEs whereas Smad1 prefers GC-rich sites while retaining
residual affinity for SBEs (31,53–55). Smad complexes are
known to enter the nucleus as trimeric complexes and
individual SBEs are too short to enable specific gene reg-
ulation. Consistently, composite Smad elements have been

A

B

D

C

Figure 3. (A) A stereo view of protein–DNA interaction of Smad1 MH1 domain highlighting nucleotide-specific interactions of Arg74, Gln76 and
Lys81 with the bases A9, G10, A11 and C12 of the SBE DNA. The water molecules, W5 and W7, mediating further interactions of are also shown.
(B) Schematic drawing of the SBE DNA marking amino acids engaging in specific DNA contacts (black) as well as phosphate backbone and
water-mediated contacts (blue). (C) Ten percent native gel showing 1nM SB DNA element (50AGTATGTCTCAGATGA30) incubated with
increasing concentrations of Smad1 and Smad3 MH1 proteins. Protein concentrations used were 0, 0.61, 1.22, 2.44, 4.88, 9.77, 19.53, 39.06,
78.13, 156.25, 312.5, 625, 1250, 2500 and 5000 nM (from left to right). Vectors of fractions bound and corresponding protein concentrations
were fit to Equation 1 (Supplementary Figure S1) and Kd’s were found to be 111.9±14.5 nM for Smad1 and 41.6±3.9 nM for Smad3 (mean±
standard deviation; n=4). (D) A stereo view of the Smad1 MH1 in blue superimposed with Smad3 MH1 in black indicating the displacement of
helix a2 with respect to the DNA and the loss of phosphate contacts in Smad1.
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identified in many Smad-regulated genes (23,24,33,34).
Palindromic SBEs as used in the present study
have been found in a few Smad3 regulated genes (26)
and GC-rich Smad1 element can be regarded as a ‘com-
pressed’ palindrome spanning 6 instead of 8 nucleotides
(33). It was therefore reasoned that despite invariant
DNA contacts mediated by the DNA recognition
b-hairpin, the Smad1-like ‘open’ and the Smad3-like
‘closed’ conformation could alter their preference to
assemble on different composite motifs by affecting
protein–protein interactions, the association kinetics or
by imposing sterical constraints to bind to SBE-type and
GC-type ‘compressed’ palindromes. To test this, a com-
parison of the binding of the MH1 domains of Smad1 and
Smad3 to palindromic SBEs and the GC-rich element was
carried out. Profoundly, although its overall affinity to
DNA is lower, it was observed that Smad1 exhibits a
strongly cooperative binding to the palindromic SBE,
while Smad3 binds additively or weakly cooperative
(Figure 4A and B). This finding suggests that the ‘open’
conformation of Smad1 facilitates the assembly of two
Smad1 MH1 molecules, presumably by engaging in tran-
sient interactions during the association process when a
second Smad1 MH1 molecule encounters the Smad1
MH1/DNA complex. The sequential docking of two com-
pacted Smad3 MH1 molecules to the SBE DNA, however,
occurs in a largely independent fashion as reflected by a
�10-fold lower cooperativity factor (Figure 4B). Next, the
binding of Smad1 and Smad3 to the GC-BRE was tested.
Consistent with regarding the GC-rich element as a ‘com-
pressed palindrome’, a 2:1 ratio of Smad1 and Smad3
MH1 was observed when binding to this element
(Figure 4C). The trend of a more cooperative binding
mode of Smad1 when compared to Smad3 was also
observed for the GC-BRE element (Figure 4C).
However, to our surprise, it was found that the overall
affinity of Smad1 to the SBE and GC-BRE was similar
(Figure 4A and C). Furthermore, both, Smad3 and Smad1
MH1, exhibited similar affinities for the GC-BRE
(Figure 4C). The promoters of the reported BMP respon-
sive genes contain both the GC-rich compressed palin-
drome and the GTCT elements (23). Our data indicate
that the Smad1 MH1 assembles on GC-rich compressed
palindromes as efficiently as on the SBE palindromes in
agreement with observations that Smad1 is capable of
recognizing and regulating genes with GC-BREs.
However, our results do not support the notion that the
Smad1 MH1 is selective for GC-rich elements as found
in BREs. Previous studies that biochemically define a
GC-rich element as selective for Smad1 were done using
full-length Smad proteins expressed in mammalian or
insect cell culture leading to the formation of Smad4 con-
taining trimeric complexes (31,33). Since Smad1
MH1 alone does not appear to prefer GC-rich sequences
it is conceivable that such trimeric complexes exhibit an
altered selectivity pattern of its components, such as
Smad1, which could, for example, be
allosterically induced by Smad4. It remains to be
explored how exactly Smad4 affects the DNA binding
of Smad1 and Smad3 as well as how constrained motif

A

B

C

Figure 4. (A) Cooperativity of Smad1 and Smad3 on the palindromic
SBE element. Ten percent native gel showing the binding of Smad1
MH1 and Smad3 MH1 to 1 nM of SBE palindromic DNA
(50TGAGTCTAGACATAC30). The protein concentrations used were
0, 0.61, 1.22, 2.44, 4.88, 9.77, 19.53, 39.06, 78.13, 156.25, 312.5, 625,
1250, 2500 and 5000 nM (from left to right). Experiments were per-
formed in triplicates. (B) Box-plot representing the cooperativity factor
(x= kd1/kd2) for Smad1 and Smad3 binding to the SBE palindromic
element calculated as described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section
for 5–6 independent measurements including lanes where the weakest
band contributed a fraction bound of at least 10%. The P-value
was derived by performing a Welch two-sample t-test using R. (C)
Ten percent native gel with 1nM GC-BRE
(50CGCCTGGCGCCAGAGA) incubated with increasing concentrations
of Smad1 and Smad3 MH1 proteins. Protein concentrations used were 0,
0.61, 1.22, 2.44, 4.88, 9.77, 19.53, 39.06, 78.13, 156.25, 312.5, 625, 1250,
2500 and 5000nM (from left to right). Experiments were performed in
triplicates.
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configurations and transcription factor multimerization
influence the process of selective promoter recognition.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

It is a major puzzle in the biology of gene expression how
transcription factors that bind similar DNA motifs and
exhibit high-sequence conservation at protein–DNA inter-
faces are still capable of selectively binding to enhancers of
specific sets of target genes even if expressed in the same
cell type (29,56). The present study suggests a mechanism
how Smad1 and Smad3 discriminate between the regula-
tory DNA sequences to elicit BMP and TGF-b-specific
responses despite the staggering conservation of specific
contacts to DNA bases. We observed two major
unanticipated features of Smad1 structurally separating
it from Smad3. First, an open domain-swapped confor-
mation at the N-terminus and secondly a loss of DNA
contacts with respect to Smad3. Both phenomena are
likely a result of insertion/deletion events and amino
acid substitutions independently occurring in BMP and
TGF-b Smads at the a1/a2 hinge and helix a2. Indeed,
thermal melting studies and DNA binding assays
indicated that Smad1 exhibits an open and decompacted
conformation and a more cooperative binding mode as
compared to the compact Smad3. Importantly, these
results demonstrate how the divergent evolution at
regions not involved in base-specific DNA contacts can
lead to structural rearrangements affecting DNA
binding. Also, selection of target sequences by Smads is
thought to be partially achieved by cooperating with other
transcription factors and there are multiple reports
indicating differing co-factor interactions of Smad1 and
Smad3 (57–59). The structural differences of Smad1 with
an open and Smad3 with a closed N-terminus could
provide selective binding platforms enabling both
proteins to team up with specific sets of co-factors.
Finally, Smads are thought to bind DNA as
heterotrimeric complexes consisting of two R-Smads and
one Smad4 molecule and Smad1 and Smad3 are thought
to target different composite sites (6). Consistently, the
structural differences between Smad1 and Smad3 affect
their potential to homodimerize and cooperate on
differently configured composite sites. Further studies
should carefully explore the nature of composite Smad
elements and how they preferentially recruit specific
Smad complexes. An unbiased identification of Smad1-
and Smad3-specific composite DNA elements is necessary
to conduct such studies.
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